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DISPLAY DEVICE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a display device, andj

mo 4-re particularly^ to a method fox[arranging a plurality of

transistors^ which are prepared by a pseudo single

crystallization technique (SELAX: Selectively Enlarging LAser

X' tallization or a method similar to t*s*S SELAX), Jfor example,^

paif^transistorsjf .

10 A TFT (Thin Film Transistor) type liquid crystal display

module has been popularly used as a display device) a notebook

type personal computer /etr the like .
—

vAs t?fte^liquid crystal display module, there^haj buu.11 tuliTLi

known ^ display module which^faxias thin film transistors (TFT) ^£^±?
k

15 on polysilicon.

On the other hand, ^ a technique which recystallizes

polysilicon or amorphous silicon in the- lateral direction

(direction parallel to a substrate) using laser beams^so as

to increase ^ai^particle size thereof (see brochure of

20 International Publication 97/45827 (hereinafter referred to

as a patent literature 1) and Society for Information Display

2002 (SID 02) DIGEST pp. 158-161 (hereinafter referred to as

a non-patent literature 1)). —

—

^For example, it has been reported that^by forming thin

25 film transistors on a semiconductor (silicon) layer^ which is



formed by a method described in the above-mentioned non-patent

literature 1, the mobility (^) can be enhanced about three times

compared to thin film transistors formed on a usual polysilicon

film.

5

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION * .

Fig. 11 is a y view for «sp3rg3=ma3g a pseudo single

crystallization method of^polycrystalline silicon using laser

beams^described in the above-mentioned non-patent literature

10 1.

In this method, laser beams 4 are irradiated to a

polycrystalline silicon film 2 ^formed on a glass substrate 1^

while scanning the glass substrate 1 in the direction of dR^/
A

arrow A shown in Fig. 11. As the laser beams 4, continuous (CW:

15 Continuous Wave) laser beams are used.

ik
Due to this laser beam irradiation, ^temperature of the

polycrystalline silicon film 2 is elevated^ and^hence, the

polycrystalline silicon film 2 is melted. Then, when the

irradiation pooij^Lon advances to the next position, the

20 temperature of the polycrystalline silicon film 2 is again

lowered so that the polycrystalline silicon film 2 is

recrystallized , whereby a polycrystalline film ^hich b©*^

- particles thereof^ large^sizefi^ in a thin strip shape in the

lateral direction ir6^-@ermg^ .

25 Hereinafter, in this specification, this polycrystal line
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film is defined as a pseudo single crystal region 3. However,

4-
the method fec^ forming the pseudo single crystal region 3 is

not limited to the method described in the non-patent literature

l^and fetes^polycrystalline filmiformed by sjjmethodisimilar to

Mithe method described in the non-patent literature l^is also A

included in the definition of the pseudo single crystal region

Since such melting and recrystallization^advance in tZS£j\

direction opposite to the scanning direction (the direction
<Tv\

of the arrow A shown in Fig. 11) *fythe glass substrate 1, the

crystal growth direction (the direction of an arrow B shown

in Fig. 11) of the pseudo single crystal region 3 assumes t=*ns ^

direction parallel to and opposite to the scanning direction

^jythe glass substrate 1.

15 In this recrystallization^laser beams are converted into

linear beams^elongated in the Y direction using a beam expander.

^-The laser irradiation intensities in the X direction

and the Y direction during such an operation are shown in Fig.

12 and Fig. 13. In Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, ^axis of abscissas

20 indicates the position and a^axis of ordinates indicates the

laser beam intensity.

The laser beam intensity distribution in the X direction

exhibits^ttae substantially («ras^distribut ion, while the laser

beam intensity distribution in the Y direction generates a slight

25 difference in intensity within a crystallization range between
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Y1-Y2 (a range indicated by C shown in Fig. 13), and the state

of crystallization is changed in response to the difference

in intensity.
J

*L *h
Further, even when the distribution of^intensity ofjlaser

beam at the position in the Y direction is fixed, there arises

^following drawback.

That is, in viewof the fact that it is difficult to continue

the growth of crystals in the lateral direction over an extremely

long region, I liu 1 u gxss L-j the following case^. That is, in the

10 course of the formation of the pseudo single crystal region

3, the irradiation of the laser beams 4 to the polycrystalline

silicon film 2 is preventedjor the intensity of the laser beams

4 is decreased^so as to stop the growth of the crystals in the

lateral direction temporarily. Then, at the positior^away from

-15 one pseudo single crystal region 3. which is already formed,

the laser beams having a given intensity ^again irradiated

to form another pseudo single crystal region 3 at another

position separate from the previous position.

Further, although the laser beams 4 have a shape which

20 is elongated in the direction (Y direction) which crosses the

scanning direction (X direction)^ rather than^the scanning

direction, length in the Y direction is extremely small

compared to the size of the substrate.such as the glass substrate

1. Accordingly, there may be a case t±ULlf
\
by performing

25 reciprocating scanning^ while shifting the position in the Y
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direction each time the scanning reaches an end of the glass

substrate 1, another pseudo single crystal region 3 is formed

at a position different from the previous position.

In this manner, when the pseudo single crystal regions

5 3 are formed at a plurality of positions -ssa, two or more times

separately, there may be a case
^
1^4 the state of the

crystallization differs delicately for every formed pseudo

single crystal region 3^or a case ^ks£;the characteristics of

the thin film transistor formed on the pseudo single crystal

10 region 3 differs for every pseudo single crystal region 3.

By forming the thin film transistor on the semiconductor

layer formed by the method described in the above-mentioned

non-patent literature 1, it is possible to prepare a liquid

crystal display module which incorporates peripheral circuits^

15 such as drive circuits therein.

^In such a liquid crystal display module which incorporates

the peripheral circuits therein, a reference voltage generating

circuit for a digital/analogue converting circuit (DAC)

incorporated in the liquid crystal display module is necessary^

20 or a differential amplifying circuit is necessary for buffer

amplifiers^which are provided to respective drain signal lines .

The differential amplifying circuit requires a pair of

transistors which agree in ^transistor characteristics I (or

hav ing
fi
a small relative error in transistor characteristics^

25 thus having a favorable matching)

.
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However, as mentioned previously, in the above-mentioned

non-patent literature 1, depending on the intensity

distribution ofjilaser beams^for recrystallization, the pair

^ of transistors delicately differ in crystallized state^and^

5 hence, there arises a drawback jjthat the relative error in the

characteristics of the pair of transistors which are formed

on the recystallized silicon layer is increased.

Accordingly, there has been a case t±cict|fek@ thin film

transistor which is formed on fcfeejj semiconductor layer by the

10 method described in the previously-mentioned non-patent

literature 1 gives rise to a problem when the transistor is

applied to an analogue circuit which is required to have high

accuracy^ such as a buffer amplifier for a drain driver^ which

is required to exhibit an offset voltage of several mV or the

15 like.

Further, the occurrence of <* drawbacks explained

heretofore is not limited to the pseudo single crystallization

— technique described in the non-patent literature l^and the

drawbacks may arise in a easeful the pseudo single crystal
A/A

region 3^which gruwb the elongated strip-like crystals^in the

lateral direction is formed using other similar pseudo single

crystallization technique^ -^^j

r — * J
^This is because these cases are common with respect to

irregularities of the intensity distribution of the laser beams

25 4 in the direction (Y direction) which intersects the scanning
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— direction (X direction)^ or j the irregularities of the

crystallized state when the separated pseudo single crystal

regions 3 are formed at the plurality of positions.

The drawbacks attributed to such causes are hardly

5 apparent when the particle size of the polycrystal is small^

since the irregularities of the characteristics are made uniform

due to the presence of a large number of polycrystals in

respective thin film transistors . However, when the elongated

strip-like crystals are grown in the lateral direction, the

10 number of the crystals present in respective thin film

transistors becomes small^and^hence, the irregularities become

apparent

.

The present invention has been made to overcome the

above-mentioned drawbacks of the related art, andean advantaqTi

15 of the present invention «s to provide a display device/which

rapahlp of -r^flnri ng the irregularities of characteristics
Ok

— of^pair of transistors^which are trancictorc formed by a pseudo

single crystallizing technique and are used in a differential

amplifying circuit or the like^.

20 The above-mentioned and other ^advantage s and novel

features of the present invention will become apparent from

the description^^ this specification and^attached drawings

To briefly explain thc ^summary of *fe£-e representative

iuwcaliiuiiu uutyof the invention^ disclosed in this specification^

Khvy Hiie^as folic25 .ows

.
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The present invention is directed to a display device

which includes a semiconductor layer formed on a substrate and

a plurality of thin film transistors having semiconductor layers,

wherein^ semiconductor layer includes a first pseudo single

5 crystal region and a second pseudo single crystal region which

is formed at a position separated from the first pseudo single

_ crystal region^ jandj<s£ of the plurality of thin film transistors,

two or more thin film transistors^which are required to exhibit

small irregularities relative to each other as

10 characteristics of the transistors^ are arranged in the same

pseudo single crystal region.

Further, the present invention is also directed to a

display device which includes semiconductor layers formed on

a substrate and having pseudo single crystal regions and a

15 plurality of thin film transistors arranged iazdbiPs inside of

the pseudo single crystal regions, wherein in feipejpseudo single

crystal region, the semiconductor includes crystals which are

grown in an elongate strip-like shape in the direction parallel

to the substrate and^ «fe of the plurality of thin film

20 transistors, two or more thin film trans istors^which are required

to exhibit small irregularities relative to each other as Ht*=>

characteristics of the transistors^have the direction of ^length

ofjgates of the respective thin film transistors arranged with

an inclination of within ±20 degree with respect to the

25 longitudinal direction of the strip-like grown crystals^and



1

are arranged such thatvwhen channel regions of the respective

thin film transistors are imaginarily extended in parallel

the growth direction of the strip-like grown crystals, at least
— 1 I

portions of the channel regions^ superposd^each other.

5 Further, inyythe present invention, -^J~rate of the

superposition^ is 50% or more, and preferably 80% or more.

Further, the present invention is directed to a display

device which includes semiconductor layers formed on a substrate

and having pseudo single crystal regions and a plurality of

10 thin film transistors arranged in fcfae inside of the pseudo single

crystal regions, wherein in the pseudo single crystal region,

the semiconductor includes crystals which are grown in an

elongate strip-like shape in the direction parallel to the

substrate* jandj6**fc of the plurality of thin film transistors,

15 two or more thin film transistors^which are required to exhibit

small irregularities relative to each other as

ik
characteristics of the transistorahave the direction of {strength

of^gates of the respective thin film transistors arranged with

an inclination of within ±20 degree with respect to the

20 longitudinal direction of the strip-like grown crystals, anctJifev

are arranged such that the directions of currents which flow

in the respective thin film transistors are aligned with each

other

.

Here, two or more thin film transis tors^which are required

25 to exhibit small irregularities relative to each other as t±rs

9



characteristics of the transistors^are formed of a differential

pair of transistors which constitute a differential amplifying

circuit, a pair of transistors of an active load circuit which

constitute a differential amplifying circuit, or a pair of

5 transistors of an active load circuit which constitutes a

differential amplifying circuit and a transistor having a gate

thereof^to which an output voltage of the active load circuit

is applied.

Further, two or more thin film transistors^ which are

10 required to exhibit small irregularities relative to each other

as tsfee characteristics of the transistors^are formed of a pair

of transistors which constitute a current mirror circuity or

a plurality of transistors which are connected in parallel to

each other and equivalently constitute one transistor.

15

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing fete ^ Sigma fc±c

con ? ti l uLi un u £ a liquid crystal display device,^an embodiment

of the present invention;

20 Fig. 2 is a^o-erhcmatic view for QKplaining a pseudo single

crystal region in the liquid crystal display device of the

embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 3 is aiotructura -l view which schematically showing

a thin film transistor formed in the pseudo single crystal

25 region;

10



Fig. 4 is a
y
schomatio view for explaining an arranging

method of i fete thin film transistors in the embodiment of the

present invention; * . a

<5^

Fig. 5 is a ^cchomatiG ?iow for explaining an arranging

5 method ofitte thin film transistors in the embodiment of the
A

present invention; *
_

.

Fig. 6 is a^chematic v4 for pypl ai ni n -g another example

of^ an arranging method of^tothin film transistor^ in the
K

embodiment of the present invention;

10 Fig. 7 is a^circuit diagram showing a differential

amplifying circuit to which the arranging method of/the thin

film transistor in the embodiment of the present invention is

applied; .

i a/I

Fig. 8 is aj[ ffluw showing a first layout example of tne^

15 differential amplifying circuit shown in Fig. 7; j

Fig. 9 is ayv4=m** showing a second 1 ayaut example of thej

differential amplifying circuit shown in Fig. 7; * j t jj

Fig. 10 is a^-*6^w showing a third layout example of thej^

differential amplifying circuit shown in Fig. 7;

20 Fig. 11 is a
^
vaew feeds n^p i n -j n -j-^ a pseudo single

crystallizing method of j^polycrystal silicon using a laser.

Fig. 12 is a graph showing the intensity of laser beam

irradiation in the X direction in the pseudo single crystallizing

method of jpolycrystal silicon shown in Fig. 11.

25 Fig. 13 is a graph showing the intensity of laser beam

11



irradiation in the Y direction in the pseudo single crystallizing

method of jpolycrystal silicon shown in Fig. 11.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

5 Hereinafter, ^embodiments of the piyssent invention a^e

^

explained in detail in conjunction with ^drawings

.

Here, in all^drawings which are seivud Lot explaining

the embodiments , parts ^fee whichjthe same functions aro g^y^en

are indicated by^same symbols^and their repeated explanation

10 is omitted.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing -bk-^ ucheumtric

^nnnt-i tut- i rm i-i-f a liquid crystal display devic^©£=etee embodiment

of the present invention. The liquid crystal display device

of this embodiment includes a semiconductor layer prepared by

15 the previously-mentioned pseudo single crystallizing technique

(for example, SELAX)

.

The liquid crystal display device of this embodiment

includes a drain driver 100, a timing control circuit 200, a

reference data generating circuit 300, a ramp voltage generating

20 circuit 400, a gate driver 500 and a display part 800.

)0, a plurality of pixelsiwhich are

arranged in a matrix array, ^drain signal lines D^which supply

a video signal voltage to respective pixels, and gate signal

lines G^which supply a scanning signal voltage to the respective

25 pixels

In the display part 800, a

12



pixel includes a pixel transistor (GTFT)^ which is

constituted of a thin film transistor^and the pixel transistor

(GTFT) is connected between a drain signal line D and a pixel

electrode (IT01) , and a gate thereof is connected to a gate

5 signal line G.

^Between the pixel electrode (IT01) and a counter electrode

(also referred to as "common electrode" not shown in the drawing) ,

liquid crystal is sealed^and^hence, a pixel capacity (CLC) is

equivalently connected between the pixel electrode (ITOl) and

10 the counter electrode.

Mlere, in Fig. 1, for the sake of brevity of the illustration,

only one thin film transistor (GTFT) is shown.

The drain driver 100 is constituted of a shift register

110, a latch circuit 120, a latch circuit 130, a comparator

15 140 and a sample holding circuit 150. *

The timing control circuit 200 receives a clock^ (CLK) ,

a horizontal synchronous signal (Hs) , a vertical synchronous

signal (Vs) , a display timing signal (DTMG) and display data

(Di) as input signals^andjjgenerates signals which control the

20 drain driver 100, the reference data generating circuit 300,

the ramp voltage generating circuit 400 and the gate driver

500.

Hereinafter, the -driving^ method of^the liquid crystal

display device of this embodiment -is^ explained

.

25 In general, for preventing the degradation of the liquid

13



4i
crystal, -Sj liquid crystal display device adopts an alternating

driving method. In the liquid crystal display device of this

embodiment, as the alternating driving method, a dot inversion

method is adopted, <^

^This dot inversion method is a driving method in which

video signals which are applied to the pixels which are arranged

close to each other assume polarities opposite to each other

in the row direction^ as well as in the column direction.

The shift register 110 is operated in response to a start

10 signal (HST) and a clock signal (HCK) transmitted from the timing

control circuit 200^ and ^outputs a multi-phase pulse which

controls the latch circuit 120.

^-The latch circuit 120, in response to this multi-phase

pulse, sequentially holds the display data (DATA) transmitted

15 from the timing control circuit 200^one after another^ for one

horizontal scanning line.

Upon receiving irrpta-tJaing cp£ a timing signal (LT)^ which

is indicative of the completion of transfer of display data

— for one horizontal scanning line^t-ranomitted from the timing

20 control circuit 200, the latch circuit 130 simultaneously holds

the display data of the latch circuit 120 at the same timing.

The comparator 140 compares ^quantity of display data

held by the latch circuit 130 and sj( quantity of the reference

data (NCNT) which a^ej^ transmitted from the reference data

25 generating circuit 300.

14



be more specific, the comparator 140 is initialized

in response to an initializing signal (RS) transmitted from

the timing control circuit 200 and, thereafter, outputs a High

level (hereinafter referred to as "H level") when the reference

5 data (NCNT) is smaller than the display data or equal to the

display data.

The reference data generating circuit 300 is an up counter

which receives the cfockj^CK) and the initializing signal (RS)

transmitted from the timing control circuit 200 as inputs.

10 The sample holding circuit 150 receives an output of the

comparator 140, the alternating signals (M, MB) ^outputs (RAMP1,

RAMP2) of the ramp voltage generating circuit 400 as inputs

and outputs a pixel drive voltage to the drain signal lines

D on the display part 800.

15 Mlere, the alternating signal (M) and the alternating

signal (MB) are logic signals which control the polarity of

the video signal voltage applied to the pixel electrode of the

display part 800^andfchave the relationship of inversion^and^

hence, their logics are inverted for every line or for every

20 frame.

The output (RAMP1) of the ramp voltage generating circuit

400 is a ramp voltage of positive polarity and the output (RAMP2

)

of the ramp voltage generating circuit 400 is a ramp voltage

of negative polarity. With respect to respective ramp voltages

25 of the output (RAMP1) and the output (RAMP2
) , their absolute

15



10

values of inclination are setjequal to each other. ^

^The sample holding circuit 150 includes a buffer amplifier

(BAA) which amplifies the ramp voltage (RAMP1) of positive

polarity and a buffer amplifier (BAB) which amplifies the ramp

voltage (RAMP2) of negative polarity*

In this embodiment, the drain signal lines D are driven

by the buffer amplifiers^ and^ hence, the fluctuation ofj| load

of the ramp voltage generating circuit 400 attributed to the

display images can be suppressed^ whereby it is possible to

display images of high quality.

^ Here, the buffer amplifier (BAA) and the buffer amplifier

(BAB) are provided for every two neighboring drain signal lines

(for example, the drain signal line (Dl) and the drain signal

line (D2) shown in Fig. 1) , wherein two drain signal lines use

15 the buffer amplifier (BAA) and the buffer amplifier (BAB) in

common

.

•Accordingly, in this embodiment, to the sample holding

circuit 150, outputs of two comparators 140 which correspond

to two neighboring drain signal lines are inputted.

20 ^Then, due to the operation of switching elements (SWl)^

which are controlled in response to the alternating signals

(M, MB) , an output of one comparator 140 is outputted to a

switching element (SWA) which samples the ramp voltage ( RAMP1

)

of positive polarity or a switching element (SWB) which samples

25 the ramp voltage (RAMP2) of negative polar ity . Simultaneously,

16



1

an output of another comparator 140 is outputted to the switching

element (SWB) or the switching element (SWA)

.

Further, due to the operation of switching elements (SW2)^

which are controlled in response to the alternating signals

5 (M, MB), an output of the buffer amplifier (BAA) which amplifies

the ramp voltage ( RAMP1 ) of positive polarity is outputted to

one drain signal line or another drain signal line^and, at the

same time, an output of the buffer amplifier (BAB) which

amplifies the ramp voltage (RAMP2) of negative polarity is

10 outputted to another drain signal line or one drain signal line.

For example, with respect to the case shown in Fig. 1,

when the alternating signal (^ assumes^ H level and the

alternating signal (MB) assumesjf L level, the output of the

comparator 140 corresponding to the drain signal line (Dl) is

15 inputted to the switching element (SWA) and the output of the

comparator 140 corresponding to the drain signal line ( D2 ) is

inputted to the switching element (SWB) . Further, the output

voltage of the buffer amplifier (BAA) is inputted to the drain

signal line (Dl) and the output voltage of the buffer amplifier

20 (BAB) is inputted to the drain signal line (D2). ,

Further, when the alternating signal (M) assumes^L level

and the alternating signal (MB) assumesJ(H level, the output

of the comparator 140 corresponding to the drain signal line

(Dl) is inputted to the switching element (SWB) and the output

25 of the comparator 140 corresponding to the drain signal line

17
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(D2) is inputted to the switching element (SWA) . Further, the

output voltage of the buffer amplifier (BAB) is inputted to

the drain signal line (Dl) and the output voltage of the buffer

amplifier (BAA) is inputted to the drain signal line (D2).

5 Accordingly, the polarity of the video signal supplied

to the drain signal lines D can be inverted for every horizontal

scanning line between the neighboring drain signal lines. In

Fig. 1, symbol LS indicates a level shift circuit.

The gate driver 500 is operated in response to the start

10 signal (VST) and the clock j((CL) transmitted from the timing

control circuit 200j and ^outputs the scanning signal which

seguentially turns on the pixel transistors (GTFT)^one after

— another^ for one horizontal scanning line period to the gate

signal lines G on the display part 800

15 ^ Images are displayed on the display part 800 in accordance

with such operations.

In this embodiment, since the alternating is performed

by the sample holding circuit 150, the ramp voltages (RAMP1,

RAMP2) which are outputted from the ramp voltage generating

20 circuit 400 can be held at the positive polarity and the negative

polarity without changing the polarity^ whereby the voltage

amplitude can be decreased and the power consumption can be

reduced.

Further, the output impedance of the ramp generating

25 circuit 400 can be reduced^and^hence, the delay time can be

18



shortened^whereby display images of high quality can be

obtained.

Fig . 2 is ajpchomatic viow for explaining the pseudo single

crystal regions in the liquid crystal display device of this

embodiment

.

-As shown in Fig. 2, in this embodiment, peripheral

circuit£810 fejarranged around ^periphery of the display part

800jand^the drain driver 100, the timing control circuit 200,

the reference data generating circuit 300, the ramp voltage

10 generating circuit 400 and the gate driver 500 are arranged

in the peripheral circuits 810.
* •>

These circuits are formed of semiconductor layers

(above-mentioned pseudo single crystal regions) which are

formed on the glass substrate 1.

15 Here, the above-mentioned pseudo single crystal regions

820 (corresponding to the symbol 3 in Fig. 11) are formed in

an island shape in an arrow (—>) direction^shown in Fig. 2.

This is because the pseudo single crystal regions 820 are formed

by scanning the glass substrate 1 in the direction opposite

20 to the arrow (->) direction shown in Fig. 2. A plurality of

thin film transistors are arranged in one pseudo single crystal

region 820.

As mentioned previously, when the polycrystal silicon

is and recrystallized to form feto^j pseudo single crystal

25 region, the state of the recrystallization is changed depending

19



on the difference in.the intensity of the laser beam irradiation

.

^Accordingly, when the thin film transistors are formed

on the pseudo single crystal region 820, thoro—ar-ioc—fc**e

irregularities jin the characteristics (for example, mobility

5 or the like) of the thin film transistors for every pseudo single

crystal region 820.

^ Auoujl Jinyly , in this embodiment, a plurality of thin film

transistors^which are required to have small irregularities

as €te characteristics of the thin film transistors^are formed

10 within the same pseudo single crystal region.

^Thatis, for example, a differential pair of transistors

of a differential amplifying circuit^or a pair of transistors

which constitute a current mirror circuit or the like^are formed

on the same pseudo single crystal region. Due to such a

15 constitution, it is possible to reduce the irregularities of

characteristics of the thin film transistors.

Fig. 3 is a

^

structural view which schematically shows

the thin film transistors formed in the pseudo single crystal

region.

20 The thin film transistor shown in Fig. 3 is formed such

that the pseudo single crystal region 820 is formed into a smaller

island-like region 5 by etching or the like, a gate oxide film

13 is formed on the region 5, and a gate electrode 12 is formed

on the gate oxide film 13. A plurality of regions 5 are formed

25 in one pseudo single crystal region 820^and^hence, a plurality

20
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of thin film transistors are formed in one pseudo single crystal

region 820. B*!2,^s
i

^Here, in Fig. 3, numeral 10 indicates a source region,

numeral 11 indicates a drain region, an arrow A indicates the

5 scanning direction the glass substrate 1, and an arrow B

indicates the crystallization direction.

With respect to the thin film transistors which are formed

on the pseudo single crystal region 820^ formed in an island

shape, to obtain the favorable mobility, it has been known to
Ma

10 arrange the direction of the source-drain (direction of Sjlength
ih

of ajgate) substantially parallel to the crystal growth direction

(direction of the arrow B in Fig. 3) . In this case, the thin

film transistors may be arranged such that the direction of

the length of the gate makosfran inclination within ±20 degrees

15 with respect to the longitudinal direction of the crystals.

Hereinafter, the arranging method ofj^a plurality of thin

filmtransistorSjWhichare required to have small irregularities

as fete characteristics of the thin film transistors a^Ithis

embodiment^feexplained by taking a pair of thin film transistors

20 as an example. *

Fig. 4 is a
[
pchomatic viow for cxplQir\in>^fefe arranging

roaJLiiod e-f thin fi.lm transistors according to this embodiment.

As shown in Fig. 4, in this embodiment, not only^the

source-drain direction of respective thin film transistors

25 ( T FT 1 , TFT2) a^e arranged substantially parallel (within ±20

21
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degrees) to the crystal growth direction (direction of the arrow

B shown in Fig. 4 ) s
but also a straight line which connects the

centers of ^ gate widths (W) of the respective thin film

transistors (TFT1, TFT2) is arrangedjparallel to the crystal

growth direction.

By adopting such an arrangement,, in the portion of the

pseudo single crystal region which is *B£±fcjwith the same laser

beam intensity irradiation and thereafter recrystallized, fete

pair tranoiatorc—(TFT1 ? TFT2)—arc formed and^ hence, it is

10 possible to obtain ^fete favorable matching of the transistor

characteristics by reducing the irregularities of the

characteristics of the thin film transistors.

Here, in this embodiment, it is not always necessary to

arrange the straight line which connects the centers of the

15 gate widths (W) of the respective thin film transistors (TFT1,

TFT2) ^parallel to the crystal growth direction.

As shown in Fig. 5, two or more thin film transistors

(TFT1, TFT2)^ which are required to have small irregularities

_ as tstee characteristics of the thin film transistors^are arranged

20 such that the direction of the length of the gates of the

respective thin film trin^i^l-or^ m ilrrn n n i nr 1 i nn t i n n within

±20 degrees with respect to the longitudinal direction of the

crystals which are grown in a strip shape. At the same time,

these thin film transistors ( T FT 1 , TFT2) may be also arranged

such that aj^region^which is formed by imaginarily extending
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the channel region of the thin film transistor (TFT1
)j having

the gate width (EKin parallel to the growth direction of the

strip-like grown crystal^ and a fregion^ which is formed by

imaginarily extending the channel region of the thin film

transistor (TFT2 )^ having the gate width (W)^in parallel to the

growth direction of the strip-like grown crystal.have at least

portions thereof isuperposed jyeach other.

Here, a^^C"^f^suchjsuperposed-port iono is 50% or more,

and preferably 80% or more. That is, it is desirable that the

length of D shown in Fig. 5 is 50% or more, and preferably

80% or more^of the gate width (W) of the thin film transistor

(TFT2) .

^Hrrry JLn addition to the above-mentioned^mbodimarit , it

is further desirable^that these thin film transistors (TFT1,

15 TFT2 ) are arranged in the inside of the samepseudo single crystal

region 820 ©<eet of the plurality of pseudo single crystal regions

820. The same goes for the embodiments^explained hereinafter.

Fig. 6 is aj
y
i»chematic view for o -Kplaining another example

of the i" r i uiiijiiiij method of ^ thin film transistors cg£ ^ihis

20 embodiment .^
VThe example shown in Fig. 6 is directed to fete^arranging

UlllIi IilwJ in which the irregularities of the characteristics of

two thin film transistors ( T FT 1 , TFT2) which differ in the gate

width (Wl, W2) can be decreased.

25 Also^ in this embodiment, not only^the source-drain
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direction ±9 setj^substantially parallel to the crystal growth

direction (arrow direction B shown in Fig . 6) , but also a straight

line which connects the centers of the gate widths (Wl, W2)

is arranged parallel to the crystal growth direction.

This example is particularly effective when the gate width

is sufficiently smaller than a long side of the laser beams.

This is because the distribution of ^ laser beam intensity

substantially approximates a straight line in the narrow width

region*andjhence, the correlation between the characteristics

10 of the thin film transistor and the crystallized state at the

center of the gate width can be established.

Fig. 7 is a circuit diagram showing a differential

amplifying circuit to which the a j i inj method of^the thin

film transistors of this embodiment is applied.

15
s

In Fig. 7, N-type MOS transistors ^{ simply referred to

as NMOSyhereinafter) ^A^L^ are differential-pair thin film

transistors which constitute a differential pair. Further,

P-type MOS transistors^ simply referred to as PMOSihereinafter

)

K4^, "4S£fr ar^a pair of thin film transistors which constitute

20 an active load circuit^and PMOS435 is a transistor having a

gate to which an output o f the active load circuit is applied.

^-Further, the NMOS|^(437, 438jf or the NMOSj^4 37, 439| are ^^AA
$ pairsof thin film transistors which constitute

mirror circuits roopcctively .

25 Fig. 8 is a tsiew^showing a first example of^ layout of
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the differential amplifying circuit ^stew in Fig. 7.

Portions surrounded by an ellipse 30 ohowa in Fig. 8 are

regions in which the PMOS^433, 434, 435/ shown in Fig. 7 are

arranged, wherein respective thin film transistors are arranged

5 sucjh that a line which connects the centers of the gate widths

ofj^respective thin film transistors is substantially arranged^

parallel to the crystallizing direction.

Further, a portion surrounded by an ellipse 31 ofrCTTfa in

Fig. 8 is a region in which the NMOS^4 31, 432| shown in Fig.

10 7 are arranged, wherein respective thin film transistors are

arranged such that a line which connects the centers of the

gate widths of^respective thin film transistors is substantially

arranged^parallel to the crystallizing direction.

In the same manner, a portion surrounded by an ellipse

15 32 ^tewft in Fig. 8 is a region in which the NMOS^437 to 439f

shown in Fig. 7 are arranged, wherein respective thin film

transistors are arranged such that a line which connects the

centers of the gate widths of^respective thin film transistors

is substantially arranged ^ parallel to the crystallizing

20 direction.

Here, the PMOS;435 and the NMOS^439 have ^gate width

thereof set to a value^twice as large as the gate width ofjother

transistors. Further, all thin film transistors shown in Fig.

8 are arranged in the inside of the same pseudo single crystal

25 region 820.
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Fig. 9 is a showing a second example of^ layout of

the differential amplifying circuit show in Fig. 7.

Aportion whiotynakes this example^dif foro from the example

shown in Fig. 8 lies in the Layout method ofjthe PMOS A4 35 and

the NMOSj4 39,

Cln the example shown in Fiq. 9, two transistors having

the same gate width^a^ the width of^aaaother transistogare used^

so as to increase ^current (source-drain current) capacity

twice.

Fig. 10 is a \&iGw^ showing a third example of
j layout of

the differential amplifying circuit
j

^sfaaw in Fig. 7.

A portion i irftrj-^
ty
makes this example differ from the example

shown in Fig. 8 lies in^that the directions of currents which

flow in respective transistors (source-drain currents "i" shown

15 in Fig. 10) are aligned with each other. Due to such a layout,

it is possible to decrease the irregularities of the

A.
characteristics of the thin film transistors^andjhence^matching

property of a transistor pair which conotitutc a pair can be

10

20

enhanced

.

Here, in Fig. 8 to Fig. 10, x indicates through holes

(contact holes) while a dotted line indicates a wiring layer

formed as a lower layer.

As explained above, in/this embodiment, a plurality of

thin film transistors
^
which are required to have small

25 irregularities as t&as> characteristics of the thin film
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transistors, for example, a pair of transistors, are arranged

such that the gate widths of the pair transistors are set^equalj

and, at the same time, the straight line which connects the

centers of the gate widths become parallel to the crystallizing

5 direction of the pseudo single crystal region.

As a result, the distribution of^intensity ofjylaser beams

4-
lrradiated to the channel regions of the pai^transistors becomes

equal^and^hence, the relative error in the characteristics of

the pai4^ transistors can be decreased.

10 Further, even when the matching of transistors which

differ in fete- gate width is acquired using the current mirror

circuit , the pairjjtransistors are arranged such that the straight

line which connects the centers of the gate widths becomes

parallel to the crystallizing direction. -*^
>

_ —
15 v As a result, the average value of the intensity of laser

— beams in the gate width direction can be made equal^and^hence,

the relative error in the characteristics of the pai^transistors

can be decreased.

Further, when ^current ratio of^integer times is ensured

20 by the current mirror circuit , for example, using td*e)[transistor

having t^fee^gate width which is equal to the reference width

and ttee transistors having the same gate width which are^integer

times larger than the former transistor in number, all of these

transistors are arranged such that the straight -line which

25 connects the centers of the gate widths becomes parallel to
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the crystallizing direction. —

^

— 5 ^
As a result, the distribution ofjintensity of laser beams

irradiated to the channel regions of the pairjtransistors becomes

equal^ and^hence, the relative error in the characteristics of

5 the pairjtransistors can be decreased.

Here, it is possible to combine these embodiments withlT

modifications whichjga=e explained in conjunction with Fig. 5.

Due to such constitutions, according to the display device

of this embodiment, since the reference voltage generating

10 circuit which supplies the reference voltage to the built-in

DAC can be formed on the substrate on which the display part

800 is also formed, it is possible to reduce the ^exteriorly

— mounted parts^ whereby it is possible to provide fefeej highly

reliable display device.

15 Further, since the buffer amplifiers of the drain driver

can be formed on the substrate on which the display part 800

is formed, it is possible to provide thcydisplay of high quality

>magc byj^a line sequential driving method.

Here, although the present invention i^iexplained in

20 conjunction with tstee embodiments which are^appli-ed to feke^liquid

crystal display module, it is needless to say that the present

invention is not limited to these embodiments^ and the present

— invention is applicable to other display devicesj such as trf*e^

EL display device^. ~ " ~*
~

25 Although the^invention| which arc made by tho invcntow
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^specifically explained based on the above-mentioned

embodiments, it is needless to say that the present invention^

ad^not limited to these embodiments^ and^various modifications

are conceivable without departing from the gist of the present

invention|. r

Tn briefly essplain ithe advantageous effect obtained by

the
, typical vrniTontiono-out o f the invention^ disclosed in this

specification^ is as follows. j

Arrordin^fee^the display device <®£j£he present invention,

it is possible to reduce t±*« irregularities ^characteristics

of tfaejpairjtransistors which are formed using the pseudo single

crystallizing technique and ^are used in t±XB A differential

amplifying circuit or the like.
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